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Abstract: Mobile networks are expected to face major problems such as low network capacity, high
latency, and limited resources but are expected to provide seamless connectivity in the foreseeable
future. It is crucial to deliver an adequate level of performance for network services and to ensure
an acceptable quality of services for mobile users. Intelligent mobility management is a promising
solution to deal with the aforementioned issues. In this context, modeling user mobility behaviour
is of great importance in order to extract valuable information about user behaviours and to meet
their demands. In this paper, we propose a hybrid user mobility prediction approach for handover
management in mobile networks. First, we extract user mobility patterns using a mobility model
based on statistical models and deep learning algorithms. We deploy a vector autoregression (VAR)
model and a gated recurrent unit (GRU) to predict the future trajectory of a user. We then reduce
the number of unnecessary handover signaling messages and optimize the handover procedure
using the obtained prediction results. We deploy mobility data generated from real users to conduct
our experiments. The simulation results show that the proposed VAR-GRU mobility model has the
lowest prediction error in comparison with existing methods. Moreover, we investigate the handover
processing and transmission costs for predictive and non-predictive scenarios. It is shown that the
handover-related costs effectively decrease when we obtain a prediction in the network. For vertical
handover, processing cost and transmission cost improve, respectively, by 57.14% and 28.01%.

Keywords: mobility prediction; machine learning; mobile networks

1. Introduction

Nowadays, there is a significant increase in the number of mobile users around the
world. It is estimated that this number will dramatically increase up to 5.7 billions by 2023
based on the Cisco annual record [1]. Consequently, a considerable amount of mobility
data is generated by these users while moving everyday. We can fully exploit the potential
of these produced data in many applications in order to extract frequent patterns and to
derive invaluable insights. This fact opens up plenty of golden opportunities in many
prospective areas such as mobility-aware services. User mobility prediction techniques
can be applied to these available data to obtain a deeper understanding of users’ mobility
behaviours and their demands by using data mining and learning algorithms.

Foreseeable future mobile communication networks are rightly expected to support
high data rates and seamless connectivity for a vast number of devices. They are also
expected to avoid lengthy delays when providing services to mobile users in the network.
However, there are some inherent technical challenges in mobile networks that require
special attention when providing a high quality of services (QoSs) for users [2]. User
mobility can pose tremendous challenges and needs to be managed appropriately. Some of
these problems are heterogeneity, more frequent handovers, increase in handover-related
costs, and increase in call dropping probability [3]. Therefore, it is crucial to have proper
mobility management in the network.
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A self-organizing network (SON) is a potential long-term solution to cope with some
of the mentioned underlying issues [4]. These networks are growing greatly in popularity
due to the fact that they are able to dynamically adapt to changes and to learn from
past experiences. A SON is composed of three main functions: self-configuration, self-
optimization, and self-healing. In the context of intelligent mobility management, user
mobility prediction is a subsection of self-optimization functions with the main objective of
predicting the future location of the user using learning techniques. Mobility awareness
can make potentially outstanding contributions to many research areas related to mobile
network management including resource allocation, handover management, and location-
based services and, in general, can increase the quality of services.

When a user moves between different cells, the procedure of reassigning user resources
to a new base station is called handover (HO). Handover is triggered based on the received
signal condition or network load balancing. In dense 5G cellular networks, user mobility
results in more repeated handovers and service interruptions. This can cause high signaling
overhead, especially for mobile users at high velocities. Hence, handover management has
a leading role in cellular network performance in order to support seamless connectivity
for users. Therefore, improving HO procedure performance can be highly beneficial in
reducing link failures, latency, and costs in a cellular networks. Modeling user mobility
can significantly help the network obtain prior knowledge about a user’s future trajectory
and handovers. Therefore, deploying predictive handover management, the network
can prepare the required services for users in advance to reduce latency and costs [5].
Having predicted the future HO of the user, handover preparation steps can be performed
beforehand, and when HO is needed, the process can start from the execution phase. This
can reduce the number of signaling messages needed to be exchanged and consequently
results in lower HO latency.

There are a large number of works related to user mobility prediction and mobility-
aware services for cellular networks in the literature. Despite valuable efforts, a generic
reliable mobility predictor with a low prediction error for short-term and long-term predic-
tions with low complexity is still missing. We believe that the key factor for a successful
mobility model is to properly discover the existing hidden correlations in a user’s move-
ment history. When the model captures the dependencies in the prior user movement
trajectories, it can provide a better understanding of user mobility behaviour and can
make a long-term prediction. In this paper, our main objective is to deploy user mobility
prediction as an invaluable tool to optimize the handover signaling procedure. First, we
propose a hybrid trajectory prediction method based on statistical and learning models.
The proposed mobility model exploits the vector autoregression (VAR) model [6] and
gated recurrent unit (GRU) [7] to further capture correlations in the user’s past movement
history as the input samples. Then, having predicted the future user trajectory, we optimize
the handover signaling procedure in order to reduce the handover signaling costs. We
observe that the predictor accuracy is of great important in obtaining an accurate and
effective impact on handover signaling optimization. The major contributions of our work
is as follows:

• Proposing a mobility prediction technique to model user mobility behaviour. The
proposed VAR-GRU model predicts the future trajectory (i.e., path) of a user. The core
concept is to fully analyze the existing dependencies in a user’s past trajectories and
to extract general patterns in the data.

• Investigating the impact of user mobility prediction on the conventional handover
signaling procedure. Handover processing and transmission costs are evaluated to
compare the predictive and non-predictive scenarios.

• Conducting experiments on the user mobility data generated from real users to
provide an in-depth analysis of the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a short review of some
of the recent related works in this field. Section 3 presents the proposed approach in two
subsections: the proposed user mobility prediction technique and handover procedure
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analysis. Section 4 provides an analysis regarding HO signaling cost. In Section 5, we
summarize the results of our experiments. Finally, the conclusion of our work is provided
in Section 6.

2. Related Works

There are a vast number of works in the field of user mobility prediction and mobility-
aware services in cellular networks. Generally, user mobility prediction can be categorized
in two main parts: (1) mobility models that predict user future path or trajectory (i.e.,
regression task) and (2) mobility models that predict user next location (i.e., classification
task). Our work belongs to the first category and we essentially predict the future trajectory
of the user. In the following, we provide a short review of recent works from both categories.

A huge part of the related works are based on the concept of machine learning algo-
rithms. In [8], the authors introduced a hybrid mobility prediction method using principal
component analysis (PCA) and gated recurrent unit. This approach was developed to
predict Internet of Things (IoT) mobile users. A destination prediction approach was intro-
duced in [9] using a long short-term memory (LSTM) network. This method investigates
user prior knowledge in a bidirectional structure. In [10], a method based on deep learning
techniques was adopted for multi-user trajectory prediction. This approach uses LSTM
cells to learn a user’s pattern and then extends it to the general case. In [11], an LSTM-based
model was proposed for destination prediction. This model copes well with data sparsity
as well. An RNN-based method was proposed in [12] for trajectory representation learning
with the focus of considering both spatial and temporal features in trajectory learning.
In [13], the authors proposed a mobility model based on the recurrent neural network
variations. They proposed to deploy line simplification techniques to simplify the user
trajectory. The core idea is to eliminate irrelevant data to reduce the execution time while
improving the prediction accuracy. Then, the preprocessed dataset is used to learn the user
mobility behaviour. In [14], the authors proposed a trajectory prediction method. Their
technique explores existing relations between a user’s morning and afternoon trajecto-
ries using a similarity metric. In [15], an analytical model was presented to calculate the
handover-related costs including HO latency, signaling overhead, and call dropping. A
part of the existing works is based on the popular concept of location-based social networks
(LSBNs) that mainly investigates check-in datasets to predict the next point-of-interest
(POI). In [16], the authors proposed a context-aware scheme to discover regular patterns
in the user’s movement history based on RNNs. To solve the data sparsity problem, they
analyzed the social relationships as well. In [17], POI estimation was provided by applying
gated recurrent units on a check-in dataset.

Moreover, there are many mobility models based on Markov models and their varia-
tions. In [18], the authors proposed a mobility prediction method based on Markov chains,
with the main objective of reducing handover-related costs. In [19], the authors proposed a
Markov-based model that predicts both a user’s path and destination. In [20], a mobility
model was introduced to predict the next base station in an LTE network using a Markov
model. In [21], a mobility-aware proactive multi-cast technique was presented. This
approach deployed a Markov model to estimate user’s next cells and staying durations.
However, it has been proven that Markov models fail to deal with radical changes in user
mobility behaviour and to make a long-term prediction [22]. They cannot predict when
hidden states increase. They performed more accurately when there were a limited number
of observations.

We believe that a mobility model should be able to fully analyze the past trajectory of
the user to properly predict the future path of that user with the smallest possible error.
A model is needed that can perform effectively for both short- and long-term predictions
with an acceptable error.
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3. The Proposed Predictive Handover Management Approach

In this section, we present information regarding the proposed predictive handover
management approach. Figure 1 shows the overall procedure of the handover management
approach. This approach is composed of two main parts: (1) user mobility prediction and
(2) predictive handover procedure analysis. For the first step, the main idea is to predict
the future trajectory of the user using a hybrid model based on the VAR and GRU models.
For the second step, we exploited the obtained prediction information from the last step to
optimize the handover signaling procedure for the both horizontal and vertical handovers.
In the following, we provide the details regarding each step.

Figure 1. The proposed handover management approach.

3.1. User Mobility Prediction

Objective: Given the movement history of a user for the previous n time steps (i.e.,
user past trajectory), we want to predict the user’s future trajectory for n time steps ahead.

We define the trajectory for user i as a sequence of time-stamped points,
Luseri = (lt−n, ..., lt−2, lt−1), where lt = (xt, yt, zt) contains information on the geographical
location of the user (i.e., longitude, latitude, and elevation).

First, we feed the user past trajectories into a vector autoregression model to obtain
useful insights on the user mobility behaviour. Given Lt = (lt−n, ..., lt−2, lt−1) as a user
trajectory, in which Lt is a (v × 1) vector with v variables, the VAR(n) model can be
expressed as

lt = a + C1lt−1 + C2lt−2 + ... + Cnlt−n + εt (1)

where C1, C2, ..., Cn denote coefficient matrices that are square matrices of order v and a is
an intercept vector. εt is a white noise vector with zero mean, and it is assumed that there
is no correlation between noises in the system across time. Each variable is obtained by the
lagged values of all of the variables. In another words, to predict the value of a variable
at the current time step, we consider the impact of all of the other variables from the past
time steps. In our model, we considered three variables (i.e., v = 3) as defined earlier for
the user trajectory lt = (xt, yt, zt), and the model can be expressed asxt
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Then, we have

xt = a1 + c1
11xt−1 + c1

12yt−1 + c1
13zt−1 + ... + cn

11xt−n + cn
12yt−n + cn

13zt−n + ε1t

yt = a2 + c1
21xt−1 + c1

22yt−1 + c1
23zt−1 + ... + cn

21xt−n + cn
22yt−n + cn

23zt−n + ε1t

zt = a2 + c1
31xt−1 + c1

32yt−1 + c1
33zt−1 + ... + cn

31xt−n + cn
32yt−n + cn

33zt−n + ε1t (3)

Since the VAR model is of order n, each variable is calculated by the n lagged values
of all three variables in the model from the previous time steps. For example, c1

11 and c1
12

determine the impacts of xt−1 and yt−1, respectively, when calculating xt. This gives us a
better understanding of input sample correlations.

For the next step, we feed the obtained results into a deep GRU-based neural network.
For each time step, we consider the current location and the previous state to obtain the
next state as the output. The GRU model has two main parts that deal with keeping or
deleting user data from the past, namely the update gate and the reset gate. Using these
two gates, the GRU model can solve the vanishing/exploding issue of RNNs and can make
a long-term prediction [7]. Table 1 presents the model parameters.

The update gate u(t) can be obtained by

u(t) = σ(bu + UuL(t) + Wuh(t− 1)) (4)

In (4), user trajectory (L(t)) and the information from the previous step (h(t − 1)) are
multiplied by their weights (the weights control the impact of each value on the final
decision). Then, the sum of this multiplication with the update bias value goes through
a sigmoid function (σ). The output is a value between 0 and 1. The update gate decides
which part of the user’s past movement history should be kept for analysis.

Next, the reset gate r(t) can be given by

r(t) = σ(br + UrL(t) + Wrh(t)) (5)

It has the same procedure as that in Equation (4). The only difference is that they are
multiplied by their own weights. The reset gate decides which part of the past information
should be eliminated for future decisions. Lastly, we can compute the effect of these gates
in the output as follows:

h(t) = u(t− 1)h(t− 1) + (1− u(t− 1))σ(b + UL(t− 1) + Wr(t− 1)h(t− 1)) (6)

where b, bu, and br are bias vectors; U, Uu, and Ur are input weight matrices; and W, Wu,
and Wr are recurrent weight matrices. Additionally, σ denotes a sigmoid function that has
a value between 0 and 1 in the output.

Table 1. GRU model notations.

b, bu, br Bias vectors U, Uu, Ur Input weight matrices
W, Wu, Wr Recurrent weight matrices h(t) Hidden states

u(t) Update gate r(t) Reset gate

Figure 2 depicts the VAR-GRU trajectory prediction model. As shown, we took a
sequence of the user past trajectory as the input. First, the VAR unit models the dynamic
behaviour of the variables based on the raw data. Then, the obtained results are fed into
the GRU network for the training and inference steps and produce the future trajectory of
the user in the output.
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Figure 2. The proposed VAR-GRU mobility model.

3.2. Predictive Handover Procedure

Objective: Given the user future trajectory, we want to reduce the number HO signaling
messages needed when handover is triggered.

In this section, we investigate the conventional (i.e., non-predictive) and predictive
handover signaling procedures. More specifically, we analyze the impact of trajectory
prediction on handover signaling flow and compare it with the non-predictive handover
scenario. A conventional handover procedure has three main steps including handover
preparation, execution, and completion [23]. In the preparation step, target gNB is selected
by the source gNB. The target gNB completes admission control. In the execution step, the
user device attaches to the target gNB. In the last step, HO completion, the data path is
switched to the new gNB and the handover steps are completed.

However, if the network has reliable information on the user’s future locations (i.e.,
path), it can effectively perform some of the HO procedure steps before handover triggers.
With correct prediction of the user future trajectory, we can complete the HO preparation
phase in advance and when user requires a handover, it will start the execution phase.
However, with a wrong prediction, even more signaling messages are required compared
to the conventional HO. In the following, we elaborate on the impact of prediction on HO
signaling in both horizontal and vertical handovers in a 5G architecture.

Figure 3 shows a 5G intra-AMF-UPF handover signaling process where we predicted
the target base station. AMF and UPF in 5G architecture, respectively, refer to access
and mobility management function (AMF) and user plane function (UPF). We considered
both the cases of right and wrong predictions regarding a target gNB. As we can see in
the figure, when the target gNB is correctly predicted, it is equal to the actual next base
station (highlighted in green). However, with a wrong prediction, the predicted target
base station is not the same as the actual next base station (highlighted in red). In this case,
the source base station should send a message to the wrongly predicted base station and
cancel the HO request. Therefore, there are three cases including (1) non-predictive HO
(i.e., conventional HO), (2) predictive HO with right prediction, and (3) predictive HO
with wrong prediction. For the first case, we need to perform all of the HO preparation,
execution, and completion steps. According to Figure 3, signaling messages from numbers
3 to 14 need to be exchanged (i.e., parts 2 and 3). For the second case, when we predict the
next base station correctly, the preparation steps can be performed in advance. When HO is
triggered, the procedure starts with the execution phase. Thus, we need signaling messages
from numbers 8 to 14 (i.e., part 3). Lastly, for the third case with a wrong prediction,
signaling messages from numbers 1 to 14 are needed to complete the HO. First, resources
at the wrongly predicted gNB should be released (part 1). Next, the non-predictive HO is
applied to communicate with the actual next base station (parts 2 and 3).

Similarly, Figure 4 shows an inter-radio access (RAT) handover signaling diagram
from 5G next generation core (5G NGC) to evolved packet system (EPS). Similar to the
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procedure in the Figure 3, we investigated the HO signaling procedure for right and wrong
predictions regarding the next target gNB. There are three cases here as well. We note that
the prediction accuracy has a vital role in the success of reducing HO signaling costs. An
accurate prediction can reduce the signaling noticeably. On the other hand, as is evident,
wrong predictions lead to even more signaling messages. Therefore, it is important to give
undivided attention to the mobility predictor accuracy performance.

Figure 3. Intra-AMF-UPF handover signaling diagram. AMF and UPF in the 5G architecture refer to
access and mobility management function (AMF) and user plane function (UPF).

Figure 4. Inter-RAT handover signaling diagram (from 5G NGC to EPS).
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4. Handover Signaling Cost Analysis

To investigate the impact of the proposed predictive handover procedure, we studied
handover cost signaling for both the predictive and non-predictive (i.e., conventional
handover procedure) cases. We assessed the handover signaling cost based on processing
and transmission costs similar to that in [18,24,25].

4.1. Processing Cost

We define the handover processing cost CP based on the required number of signal-
ing messages during a handover. Therefore, handover processing cost reduction can be
given by

CP−Reduction = [
1

NMnp
(NMnp − NMp)]× 100% (7)

where NMnp and NMp denote the number of messages needed for non-predictive and
predictive scenarios, respectively.

4.2. Transmission Cost

Transmitting handover messages causes an inevitable delay in establishing a link. The
total HO messages M needed to perform a handover is as follows:

M = mprep + mexe + mcomp (8)

where mprep, mexe, and mcomp denote the messages that are needed to be exchanged during
the HO preparation, execution, and completion steps, respectively. HO transmission cost
CT can be calculated based on the required link delay for handover signaling message
transmission. This cost can be obtained by

CT =
1

1ms
[DM] (9)

where DM is the total required link delay for HO steps and can be defined as

DM = ∑ ds, s ∈ N (10)

where s refers to the number of signal (see Figures 3 and 4) and ds denotes the link delay
between two nodes regarding signal message s. In other words, HO transmission cost
is calculated based on the total delay needed to establish links between nodes and ro
complete the handover process.

Thus, for an intra AMF-UPF handover, the transmission cost for non-predictive or
conventional HO can be expressed as

CT−np =
1

1ms
[DM−np], DM−np =

14

∑
S=3

ds (11)

where we calculate the delay for sending signal message 3 to 14 (according to Figure 3).
For the predictive HO, it is crucial to consider the impact of not only the right predic-

tion but also the wrong prediction. Thus, we have the following:

CT−p =
1

1ms
[DM−p], DM−p = Pacc(DM−right) + (1− Pacc)(DM−wrong) (12)

where Pacc is the accuracy of the prediction and DM−right and DM−wrong are, respectively,
the link delay regarding signaling messages when we predicted the target base station
correctly or incorrectly. They can be calculated as

DM−right =
14

∑
S=8

ds, DM−wrong =
14

∑
S=1

ds (13)
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where we calculated the delay for sending signal message 8 to 14 for right predictions and
1 to 14 for wrong predictions (according to Figure 3). Here, we considered a horizontal
handover (Figure 3) for the range of s in Equations (11) and (13). For vertical HO, we used
the same procedure for cost calculation, and the range of s is defined according to Figure 4.

5. Experimental Results

In this section, we carried out a series of simulations to investigate the impact of the
proposed approach. Our main objective was to evaluate the performance of the proposed
mobility model and to then analyze the impact of the prediction on HO-related costs. In
the following, first, we describe the mobility data that we used for our experiments and the
approaches with which we compared our method. Next, we provide the results regarding
the mobility model performance and its effect on HO procedure optimization.

5.1. Mobility Data Description

There are several human mobility data types including mobility data generated in
cellular networks, WiFi networks, social networks, and global positioning system (GPS).
We deployed GPS data since it has the highest localization accuracy. To conduct our experi-
ments and to analyze the impact of the proposed method on different users, we chose mobil-
ity data from open street map (OSM). We deployed GPS traces that were uploaded by differ-
ent users and are publicly available ( https://www.openstreetmap.org/traces, accessed on
12 October 2020). For each user i, a sequence of past GPS trajectories Luseri = (lt−n, ..., lt−2,
lt−1) was provided as the input of the mobility model. A mobility predictor uses this
information as prior knowledge of user mobility behaviour and tries to learn the repetitive
patterns within. These sequential data are time-stamped data that contain information re-
garding time, longitude, latitude, and elevation of each location point in the user trajectory.
Hence, lt in a user input sequence that contains information on longitude (xt), latitude
(yt), and elevation (zt) at time step t (i.e., Luseri = ((xt1 , yt1 , zt1), (xt2 , yt2 , zt2), ...)).

5.2. Comparison

In order to provide a better understanding of how well our method works, we provide
a fair comparison between some related techniques:

• Recurrent neural network [26]: a RNN-based mobility model analyzes the user’s past
locations sequentially.

• Long short-term memory [27]: LSTM-based approaches deploy state units and a forget
gate to learn the mobility pattern.

• Gated recurrent unit [28]: GRU-based techniques control the impact of the latest
observations using update and reset gates.

5.3. Experimental Settings

We considered the same hardware and software configurations for our method and all
of the other methods. All of the simulations were performed using an Intel core i7-6700k
CPU with 4.00 GHz and 32 GB RAM. We used keras for the simulations, which is a popular
Python library. In the neural network, we deployed four layers with 100 neurons in each
layer. To avoid overfitting, we used two drop out layers with values of 0.2 that randomly
dropped 20 percent of the connections in each layer. Stochastic gradient decent (SGD) was
used as the model optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001. Table 2 shows the simulation
parameters that we considered for our experiments.

Table 2. Simulation parameters for training the proposed mobility model.

Number of layers 4 Model optimizer SGD
Number of neurons 100 Learning rate 0.001
Weight initializer Glorot uniform Loss function RMSE, MAE
Training data percentage 75% Sequence length 5–2000
Batch size 10 Dropout rate 0.2

https://www.openstreetmap.org/traces
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5.4. Mobility Model Performance

To evaluate the error of the mobility model, we considered two metrics: root mean
square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE). Given b input samples from n total
number of samples, RMSE can be given by

RMSEb(ȳ) =

√√√√1/n
b

∑
i=1

(y(x)− ȳ(x))2 (14)

where x, y(x), and ȳ(x) are the input sample, actual result, and predicted result. The
ideal value for RMSE is zero to show that the predicted and actual values are the same.
Additionally, the MAE value can be calculated as

MAEb(ȳ) = 1/n
b

∑
i=1
|y(x)− ȳ(x)| (15)

with lower values of MAE and RMSE being better for the predictor.
Length of the user sequence plays a vital role in evaluating a mobility model per-

formance. Generally, when the length of the sequence is small, it is easier for the model
to investigate the correlations. There is a tradeoff between sequence length and mobility
behaviour learning. It is hard for the model to extract the user’s mobility pattern when it
deals with either a too short trajectory or a too long trajectory. Figure 5 shows the impact
of different sequence lengths (n) on the mobility model prediction error. Our model has a
same-length input and same-length output structure. As shown, the proposed VAR-GRU
mobility model has the lowest prediction error for all values of n.

Figure 5. Impact of the sequence length on the prediction error.

One important point for robust and reliable mobility models is the fact that users
have different degrees of predictability based on their movement regularities [29]. Some
users have more repetitive behaviour and thus are more predictable. Some users tend to
have constantly changing mobility behaviour, and therefore, they are more unpredictable.
A reliable mobility predictor should be able to model different users’ mobility with low
error. Figure 6 shows how the proposed mobility model works when dealing with four
different users. As shown, the VAR-GRU model outperforms other methods for the four
different users.
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Next, we make a comparison between the mobility models based on the MAE value.
Table 3 summarizes the results regarding each method. We observe that the proposed VAR-
GRU trajectory predictor model outperforms the other approaches in terms of MAE value.

(a) User 1 (b) User 2

(c) User 3 (d) User 4
Figure 6. Impact of different mobility behaviours on the performance of the mobility models.

Next, having predicted the future trajectory of the user, we investigated the impact
of this prediction on handover costs in terms of number of messages required and the
transmission costs. After obtaining the predicted user future trajectory, we evaluated the
accuracy of our predictions based on the actual future trajectory. We evenly distributed
the base stations (BS) in the area of the user trajectory within the cell range of 1000 m.
Therefore, each location point was within a cell area and we assigned it to the base station
of that cell. We performed these steps for both the predicted and the actual user path.
Then, we measured the accuracy of our predictions as a classification task and to observe
whether the BS associated with the predicted trajectory points matched those of the actual
trajectory points.

5.5. Impact of Prediction on HO Costs

Figure 7 represents the results of the vertical and horizontal costs regarding the non-
predictive case and the predictive case using different mobility models. We can observe the
predictor accuracy and the corresponding HO costs for each model. Table 4 summarizes the
delays regarding each type of link between two nodes in the process of HO completion. As
shown, we obtained the highest transmission cost at 138.5 for the vertical handover when
there is no prediction, and it gradually decreased as the prediction accuracy increased.
It has the lowest value for the VAR-GRU at 99.7 (i.e., 28.01% reduction). For horizontal
HO, the transmission cost for the non-predictive case is 23. This value slightly increased
when we used the RNN and LSTM models as the mobility model at, respectively, 23.3 and
23.2. However, for GRU and the proposed VAR-GRU models, this cost was reduced to 22
and 21.67.
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Table 3. Mean absolute error value (MAE) for all of the techniques.

Users RNN LSTM GRU VAR-GRU

User 1 12.55 11.75 12.10 5.35
User 2 308.46 317.09 306.99 240.11
User 3 121.74 124.01 117.41 121.50
User 4 497.07 502.05 497.01 474.87

Table 4. The delay regarding each link type in rgw HO procedure [10,25].

Link Type Delay

UE to NG-RAN 1 ms
NG-RAN to AMF 7.5 ms

AMF to SeMMu (PGW-C + SMF) 1 ms
SeMMu to S-GW 7.5 ms

SeMMu to PGW-U+UPF 7.5 ms
SeMMu to PCRF+PCF 7.5 ms

AMF to AMF 15 ms
SeMMu to PGW 7.5 ms

SeMMu to E-UTRAN 7.5 ms
E-UTRAN to UE 1 ms

PGW to PCRF 7.5 ms
S-GW to PGW 7.5 ms

SeMMu to SGSN 1 ms
SGSN to RNC 6 ms
SGSN to S-GW 7.5 ms

SeMMu to SeMMu 15 ms

Figure 7. Handover transmission cost.

In Table 5, the handover processing costs for non-predictive (i.e., conventional) and
predictive (proposed method) scenarios are presented. As mentioned earlier, this cost is
defined based on the number of handover messages required for HO procedure completion.
According to Table 5, for horizontal handover (see Figure 3), the proposed method effec-
tively reduces the number of messages from 12 to 7 (i.e., 41.66% improvement). However,
if the target gNB was predicted incorrectly, 14 messages are needed to complete the HO.
Additionally, for a vertical handover (see Figure 4), the proposed method improves the
processing cost by 57.14% (from 28 to 12) and it needs 34 messages for the case with a
wrong prediction. Therefore, it is vital to consider the impact of wrong predictions in our
evaluations as well. The obtained processing costs suggest that not having any prediction
is more efficient than making decisions based on wrong predictions. Hence, predictor
accuracy is of primary importance.
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Table 5. Handover Processing cost for non-predictive and predictive scenarios when we use horizon-
tal HO (HHO) and vertical HO (VHO).

Handover Type Approach Processing Cost

HHO
Conventional Handover Signaling 12 Messages

Proposed Handover Signaling with right prediction 7 Messages
Proposed Handover Signaling with wrong prediction 14 Messages

VHO
Conventional Handover Signaling 28 Messages

Proposed Handover Signaling with right prediction 12 Messages
Proposed Handover Signaling with wrong prediction 34 Messages

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we highlighted the significance of self-organizing networks for future
network management using learning techniques. Our main objective was to deploy mo-
bility prediction as a promising tool for mobile network management. We introduced
a hybrid VAR-GRU mobility model to predict user future trajectory. The proposed mo-
bility model was able to extract user mobility behaviour and repetitive patterns in their
movement history. After predicting users’ future trajectories, we effectively reduced the
required number of handover signalings and optimized the HO signaling procedure based
on our predictions.

Moreover, we investigated the handover signaling costs for the predictive and non-
predictive scenarios to analyze the impact of mobility awareness on handover-related
costs. The simulation results showed that the HO processing cost and transmission cost
are reduced when we use mobility prediction. Our experiments indicate that the accuracy
of prediction is of great importance and has a leading role in the effectiveness of the
proposed method. It was shown that the proposed mobility model had the lowest error in
comparison with the baseline methods.

For future work, the proposed hybrid VAR-GRU model can be exploited in many
potential areas to further optimize cellular network services. Mobility-aware resource
allocation, location-based services, and mobility-aware call admission control mechanisms
are some of the promising applications for the proposed mobility prediction model.
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